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2022학년도 편입학 영어시험 문제지   

수험번호 성  명 지원학부(과)

I. Choose the one that has the closest meaning to the 

underlined part. (1-8)  2.1점

1. “Seek ye first the good things of the mind,” Bacon 
admonishes us. 

 ➀ appeals     ➁ transforms     ➂ advises     ➃ rebukes

2. The scientist is as impartial as Nature in Turgenev’s poem.

 ➀ indifferent      ➁ useless      ➂ skillful      ➃ ideal

3. He fascinates me; he is literary fodder.

 ➀ he is fond of literature     
 ➁ he is an educated man
 ➂ he is fond of eating
 ➃ he is a good material for literature

4. She has relinquished all hope of going to Europe this year. 

 ➀ abandoned    ➁ regretted    ➂ secured    ➃ pursued

5. Workaholics usually prefer not to quit. They are still 

ardent about work even in their eighties and nineties.

 ① apathetic    ② flabby    ③ diligent    ④ enthusiastic

6. Some organism will succumb to the lack of oxygen and its 

death may easily pass unnoticed.

 ① stick       ② yield       ③ impose       ④ transfer

7. If we were talking about science instead of common sense, 

we should call that an experimental verification.

 ① validation  ② adaptation  ③ supposition  ④ conviction

8. In the Chinese tradition, humidity and stagnant water are 

considered as the source of endemic and epidemic illness.

 ① mobile       ② warm       ③ static       ④ tepid

II. Choose the one that is either ungrammatical or unacceptable. 

  (9-14)  2.1점

9. ①That the anthropologist does in the study ②of moral 

systems is ③to examine for particular societies the ideas of 

right and wrong ④that are held and their social 

circumstances.

10. ①Looking back ②through the last page or two, I see that 

I have made it ③to appear as though my motives in writing 

④were wholly public-spirited.

11. A dentist ①convicting of killing ②a motorcyclist ③while 

driving drunk has been ④condemned to fix the teeth of the 

poor.

12. ➀It was Leopold Mozart who suggested ➁to his son that 
➂he writes ➃a number of violin concertos. 

13. James and Jack are very much ➀alike in ➁appearances, 
but their parents can ➂tell one from ➃another. 

14. ➀Stormy weather kept them ➁to leave ➂their base camp 
in order to ➃go to his rescue. 

III. Choose the one that is most appropriate for the blank.

  (15-20)  2.5점

15. The new employee gets along with his colleagues,          
(                     ).

 ➀ despite he does not speak English   
 ➁ although he does not speak English
 ➂ for he does not speak English   
 ➃ in spite of that he does not speak English

16. "Did you criticize him for his mistakes?"
   "Yes, but (               ) it.“

 ➀ I'd not rather             ➁ I'd rather not have done
 ➂ I'd rather not doing       ➃ I'd better not do 
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17. Tom talks (       ) nonsense. 

 ➀ a great much of              ➁ a good deal   
 ➂ a good many                 ➃ lots of 

18. Conditions are so different on Mars and so inferior from 

those on Earth that scientists are confident that no 

intelligent life (         ) there.

 ① existing     ② exists     ③ exist     ④ to exist

19. In those days of paleontology there was one great 

authority (        ) other students of fossil vertebrates 

might turn for help, namely Baron Georges Cuvier of Paris.

 ① for whom   ② whom   ③ from whom   ④ to whom

20. In the first place photography is no modern discovery, 

and (             ) the idea of one man.

 ① neither it was                  ② neither was it   

 ③ nor it was                      ④ nor was it

Ⅳ. Choose the one that best completes the sentence. 
  (21-26)  2.5점

21. A symbol differs from a sign in that it does not announce 

the presence of the object, the being, condition, or 

whatnot, which is its meaning, but merely brings this thing 

to mind. It is not a mere “substitute sign” to which we 

react (           ) it were the object itself.

 ① because     ② although     ③ as though     ④ as

22. Many superstitions are so widespread and so old that 

they must has risen from a depth of the human mind that 

is (           ) to race or creed.

 ① related     ② mediocre     ③ pathetic     ④ indifferent

23. The traditional nuclear family came into being a couple 

of hundred years ago (                ) societal pressures 

during the shift from feudalism to industrialism.

 ① despite                       ② as the result of

 ③ regardless of                 ④ in comparison with

24. The philosopher tries to (       ), better than before, that 
great Universe-watch which the inquisitive scientist has 
analytically taken apart. 

 ➀ put together                      ➁ create   
 ➂ break down                       ➃ experiment

25. Henry VIII (1509-1547) was a typical Renaissance prince: 
handsome, learned, ambitious and unscrupulous. It was his 
creation of the Royal Navy that enabled England to realize 
her imperialistic ambitions under Elizabeth and (        ) 
the Pope and the Catholic powers of Europe.  

  
 ➀ support       ➁ discover       ➂ defy       ➃ create

26. The willingness to experiment and invent led to another 
American trait, a can-do spirit, a sense of (           ) 
that every problem has a solution. 

 ➀ pessimism   ➁ vandalism   ➂ optimism   ➃ chauvinism

Ⅴ. Read the following passages and answer the questions. 

  (27-40)  2.9점

(27-29)

27. What does (a) mean?

 ➀ find a safe harbor            ➁ kill the sailors   
 ➂ destroy the mast              ➃ endure starvation

28. Fill in the blank (    b    ) with a suitable word.

 ➀ Atlantic     ➁ Adriatic     ➂ Pacific     ➃ Philippines

29. From the above passage, we can see that Magellan is a 
man of (             ).

 ➀ iron will    ➁ God    ➂ letters    ➃ vulgar sensibilities

  

Magellan declared that he would (a)“eat the leather of the 
ships’ yards” rather than turn back. The sailors on one 
ship seized and bound the captain and sailed back to 
Spain. Magellan with only three ships sailed bravely on 
until a broad and calm ocean broke upon his sight. He 
wept for joy, for he believed that now the west-ward route 
to India had indeed been found. The new ocean, so calm 
and smooth, he named the (   b   ), meaning ‘peaceful,’ 
and all the world now calls the channel he discovered the 
Strait of Magellan. 
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(30-32)

30. Fill in the blanks (  A  ) and (  B  ) with the most 

appropriate words.

 ① actions - words                ② words - actions

 ③ thoughts – feelings             ④ feelings – thoughts

31. Fill in the blank (     C     ) with the most appropriate 

expression.

 ① were it    ② it were    ③ were it not    ④ it were not

32. Choose a statement that may be inferred from the above 

passage.

 ① It may be that the inferences from non-verbal behavior 

are not more secure than those from words.      

 ② Asking a person is the only good way to find out his 

thinking or feeling.

 ③ If the information from people is deceptive, it is never to 

be trusted.

 ④ If we could not rely on words, we should have less 

information about each other.

  

The obvious answer to the question how we know about 
the experience of others is that they are communicated to 
us, either through their natural manifestations in the form 
of gestures, tears, laughter, play of feature and so forth, 
or by the use of language. A very good way to find out 
what another person is thinking or feeling is to ask him. 
He may not answer, or if he does answer he may not 
answer truly, but very often he will. The fact that the 
information which people give about themselves can be 
deceptive does not entail that it is never to be trusted. We 
do not depend on it alone; it may be, indeed, that the 
inferences which we draw from people’s non-verbal 
behavior are more secure than those that we base upon 
what they say about themselves, that (    A    ) speak 
more honestly than (    B    ). But (    C    ) that we 
can rely a great deal upon words, we should know very 
much less about each other than we do.

(33-34)

33. Fill in the blank (   A   ) with the most appropriate word.

 ① recovered     ② comfortable     ③ sick     ④ better

34. Choose a statement that may not be inferred from the 

above passage.

 ① Homeopathy is an alternative healing method to 

conventional approaches.      

 ② Vaccines work on the same principle as homeopathic 

medicine.

 ③ Many side effects brought on by conventional medication 

can be avoided by a homeopathic treatment.

 ④ The usage of antibiotics is sometimes included in 

homeopathy.

  

Homeopathy is an alternative healing method which can 
be more effective than conventional approaches and it can 
also be safer. In a homeopathic treatment, the patient is 
not only given a specific medication but also given advice 
on changes in diet and other health related lifestyle 
patterns. Homeopathic medicine works on the same 
principle as all effective vaccines - “treat like with like.” 
This medication is composed of whatever is making the 
patient (    A    ). The advantage is that rather than treat 
the symptoms, a homeopathic treatment helps the body to 
build resistance to the bacteria or virus causing the 
illness. The patient can also avoid many side effects 
brought on by conventional medication, most commonly 
antibiotics. Many people are turning to homeopathy due to 
this holistic approach. In addition, in many cases a 
homeopathic treatment produces results where 
conventional methods fail.
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(35-38)

35. What does (a) mean?

 ➀ discriminate minute differences     
 ➁ recall the original
 ➂ appreciate nature methodized     
 ➃ enjoy the beautiful color

36. Horace formulates (b) the                   theory of 
poetry. 

 ➀ game                       ➁ sugar-coated-pill   
 ➂ give and take               ➃ inspiration

37. Choose the most proper word in the blank (    c    )?

 ➀ representation   ➁ virtue   ➂ damage   ➃ prejudice

38. According to the above passage, Samuel Johnson thinks 
that the business of a poet is to examine, not the individual 
but the species; to remark                and large 
appearances. 

   
 ➀ rustic language             ➁ superior men   
 ➂ teacher of facts             ➃ general properties

 Samuel Johnson asks why Shakespeare has kept the favor 
of his countrymen and answers his question by declaring 
that it is because he avoided the “irregular combinations 
of fanciful invention,” for “just representations of general 
nature.”In the writings of other poets a character is too 
often an individual; in those of  Shakespeare it is 
commonly a species.” In other words, Johnson sees a 
Shakespeare who followed Johnson’s dictum and did not 
(a)number the streaks of the tulip. Yet much in 
Shakespeare is not acceptable to Johnson. “The end of 
writing is to instruct; (b)the end of poetry is to instruct by 
pleasing,” and Shakespeare is not moral enough. “He 
sacrifices (   c   ) to convenience, and is so much more 
careful to please than to instruct that he seems to write 
without any moral purpose.”

(39-40)

39. Fill in the blanks (    A    ) and (    B    ) with the 

most appropriate words.

 ① two – As                     ② two – For

 ③ many – As                   ④ many – For

40. Choose a statement that may not be inferred from the 

above passage.

 ① It was guessed by some people ten years ago that the 

development of the suburbs would be affected by working 

women.        

 ② Working women should be very busy because of their job 

and housework.

 ③ Middle class families are taken back to the cities by 

working women that had been deserted in the last twenty 

years.

 ④ The economic effect of working women’s activities is very 

clear because more than fifty percent of families depend 

on the income made by working women.

The tide of working women is sweeping the country, with 
various consequences,　 some with obvious or predictable 
than others. One hardly needs to mention the economic 
effect of their activities, since more than fifty percent of 
families are now living on (    A    ) incomes. But few 
people would have guessed ten years ago that the entry of 
women in the working world would affect the development 
of the suburbs. Yet working women, having little time to 
waste on commuting from their office to their kitchen, are 
taking middle-class families back to the cities that they 
have deserted in the last twenty year. (    B    ) the city 
is the place where most jobs are.


